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ABSTRACT 

Reliable and accurate detection of obstacles is one of the 

challenges of safe autonomous driving. In the past decades, 

significant work has been done to address the autonomous 

obstacle detection in different application fields and scenarios 

[1][2]. In recent years, there is a tendency to use experience from 

obstacle detection both in the automotive and the aviation sector 

for the development of autonomous obstacle detection in railways 

[3][4]. While the main principle of obstacle detection in front of a 

vehicle from the automotive sector can be applied to railway 

applications, there are also specific challenges. One of the key 

challenges is long-range obstacle detection. Sensor technology in 

current land transport research is able to look 200 m ahead [5]. 

The required rail obstacle detection interfacing with locomotive 

control should be able to look ahead up to 1000 m detecting 

objects on and near track [6]. In this paper, a novel obstacle 

detection system, which learns and predicts the distance between 

the object and the camera sensor, is presented.  It is based on 

Multi Hidden-Layer Neural Network, named DisNet, which was 

trained using a supervised learning technique where the input 

features were manually calculated parameters of the bounding 

boxes of objects detected in camera images and outputs were the 

accurate 3D laser scanner measurement of the distances to objects 

in the recorded scene. The presented DisNet-based distance 

estimation system was evaluated on the real-world images of 

railway scenes acquired by RGB and thermal monocular cameras. 

Shown results demonstrate DisNet ability for long-range object 

detection and distance estimation as well as general nature of the 

proposed system enabling its use for the estimation of distances to 

objects imaged with different types of monocular cameras. 
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1 DisNet: learning and predicting the distance  

DisNet distance estimation system is based on learning the change 

in object appearance in an image (in terms of size) due to the 

change of the object distance with respect to camera viewing the 

object. Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture. The camera 

image is the input to the state of the art YOLO object classifier [7] 

trained with COCO dataset [8]. YOLO is a fast and accurate 

object detector based on Convolution Neural Network (CNN). Its 

outputs are bounding boxes of detected objects in the image and 

labels of the classes of detected objects. The objects bounding 

boxes resulted from the YOLO object classification are processed 

to calculate the features-bounding boxes parameters. Based on the 

input features, the trained DisNet gives as outputs the estimated 

distance of the object to the camera coordinate system. In Fig. 1, 

an example of the estimation of distances of two persons on the 

rail tracks is shown. 

 

Figure 1: The DisNet -based system used for object distance 

estimation from a monocular camera 

DisNet Training - 2000 features vectors v dataset was created by 

calculation of the parameters of manually extracted objects 

bounding boxes in RGB images: 𝐵ℎ =(height of the object 
bounding box in pixels/image height in pixels); 𝐵𝑤=(width of 
the object bounding box in pixels/image width in pixels); 
𝐵𝑑=(diagonal of the object bounding box in pixels/image 
diagonal in pixels) 
Calculated features vectors, v have 6 coordinates:  

                𝐯 = [1/𝐵ℎ 1/𝐵𝑤 1/𝐵𝑑 𝐶ℎ 𝐶𝑤 𝐶𝑏] (1) 

Besides the inverse of the above bounding boxes parameters, 

features are 𝐶ℎ , 𝐶𝑤  and 𝐶𝑏  that represent average height, width 

and breadth of the particular object class. For example for the 

class “person” 𝐶ℎ , 𝐶𝑤  and 𝐶𝑏  are 175 cm, 55 cm and 30 cm 

respectively. The images used for extraction of features vectors 

were captured by RGB camera. In order to achieve sufficient 

discriminatory information in the dataset, different objects, which 

could be present in a railway scene as possible obstacles on the 

rail tracks such as pedestrians and bicycles were recorded. The 

objects position was recorded also with a 3D laser scanner 

simultaneously, which was placed inline with the camera, on the 

same distance from the imaged objects and on the same elevation 

as the camera.  
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The input dataset was randomly split into a training (80% of the 

data), validation (10% of the data) and a test set (10% of the data). 

For the training of DisNet, a feature vector v feed to the network 

input and output, i.e. the ground truth was the accurate object 

distance measurement from the laser scanner in the recorded 

scene. 

 

DisNet Structure - The DisNet is a Neural Network with 3 hidden 

layers with 100 hidden neurons per layer as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2: The structure of DisNet - object distance estimation 

2 Evaluation 

The sensor data, which were used for the evaluation of the 

proposed DisNet-based system for object distance estimation, 

were recorded in the field tests in different times of the day and 

night on the location of the straight rail tracks (Fig. 3). During the 

performed field tests, the members of the author’s research team 

imitated potential obstacles on the rail tracks located on different 

distances from the sensors test stand. 

 

Figure 3: Field tests performed on the straight rail tracks; 

Test stand with the inline sensors viewing the rail tracks and 

an object (person) on the rail track 

2.1  Distance estimation from single RGB and 

thermal camera 

Some of the results of the DisNet object detection in RGB and 

thermal camera images are given in Fig. 4. The estimated 

distances to the detected objects (persons) are given in Table I. 

Shown result demonstrate long-range distance estimation of up to 

500 meters. Moreover, the results show the advantages of multiple 

viewing angles due to different positioning of cameras on the test-

stand. The multiple perspectives assist to detect the person 4 in 

RGB image, which cannot be seen in the thermal image due to its 

position behind the person 5. Similarly, person 5 can be seen in 

the thermal image, but not in the RGB image. 

TABLE I.  ESTIMATED DISTANCES VS. GROUND TRUTH (IN METERS) 

Object Ground Truth RGB Camera Thermal Camera 

Person 1 50  54.26 48.36  

Person 2 100 132.26 161.02 

Person 3 150 167.59 157.02 

Person 4 300 338.51 not-visible 

Person 5 500 not-visible 469.94 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4: DisNet estimation of distances to objects at different 

distances in a rail track scene captured by RGB camera (a) 

and thermal camera (b). 

A significant error in estimation of the distance of the person at 

100m is due to partially extracted person bounding box by YOLO 

object classifier. In future work, bounding box extraction will be 

improved by a combination of YOLO, i.e. machine learning, 

object detection with traditional image processing based object 

detection. In addition, other visual features will be investigated to 

improve the accuracy of distance estimation.  
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